RDE Award-Winning HIT Partner

About RDE Systems
RDE Systems, makers of eCOMPAS, has been serving public health for over 25 years. We are proud that RDE has
grown only by referrals, and not through marketing and sales. Our business philosophy is simple, yet refreshingly
uncommon in industry: “If you do good things for good people, good things happen.” We are focused on the longterm interests of our clients, and our no-commission policy allows our consults to be pressure-free.
We believe in a partnering philosophy with our clients where we go above and beyond the scope of contract to
ensure success beyond expectation. We choose to work only with clients who care about making a real difference,
who value and appreciate innovation, and who have high standards of success.
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RDE Systems’ staff volunteers in hands-on community HIV programs, and our support team – and even our
developers – work directly with frontline staff so that we are always in touch with what really makes a difference.
Receiving such great appreciation from our clients and being part of making a real difference is more rewarding to
us than traditional business metrics. Our unique philosophy, combined with our highly acclaimed eCOMPAS
product and track record, make us proud to be so uncommon.
“Thank you for your and RDE’s invaluable
counsel and support regarding the smooth
operation of e2Hawaii over the past several years.
I look forward to our continued collaboration in
the future.”
-Planner for the STD/AIDS Prevention Branch,
Hawaii

“A really big thanks to you and your team at RDE, we would not have a system without
you all and would not have had such a wonderful launch meeting and great engagement
without all of the thoughtful and helpful dialogue and work you and your team have put
into the system over the past couple of years. Please convey my thanks to your team and
let them know that VDH and our contractors are so excited about moving forward with
this system, it has really made a huge difference to have a team of developers like RDE
working with us, who care about the users and the utility of the product.”

-Director of HIV Surveillance Division of Disease Prevention, Virginia
Department of Health

“RDE has been a creative and consistent
partner on our systems development
delivering on time and providing timely and
ongoing feedback on the project status.”
-- Executive Director, NYC

“eCOMPAS is a really good system. I
wish other data system was like
eCOMPAS. It helps me get work done
faster.”
- Data coordinator, NYC hospital

“Given that this was first year that NYC Part A Providers had to
submit the RSR, our team had anxiety about the system and the 2013
RSR submission process, but when I found out that RDE Systems
was involved in building the RSR module, I was no longer
worried. The RSR reporting module RDE developed was userfriendly, and enabled us to report complete and timely information to
HRSA and to our Grantee.”
- Medical Director, NYC hospital

“I am very happy to have the system. Before
eCOMPAS came along I had to travel from
office to office to enter data. eCOMPAS is
universal and allows me to do work from one
office or at home.”
- Care Manager, Hyacinth New Brunswick
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“We are very pleased so far with e2Boston.
Case managers are really appreciative of the
decrease in paperwork and the ease of
accessing their client files. And I really like it
for reporting purposes.”
- Grant Manager, Boston

$400 Million+ Funding
Managed

HRSA Special Projects of National Significance (SPNS) has supported RSR capacity development through
innovative grants offered around the country. The user-friendly and robust eCOMPAS RSR module built
by RDE Systems was replicated in many regions throughout the country. The underlying know-how
developed by RDE in partnership with SPNS recipients is embodied in systems used by over 200 subgrantees, a HRSA SPNS replication success story.
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“Thank You so much RDE, RSR has
come such a long way due to all your
hard work and efforts am so grateful
to have you working on this project.”
- Data Coordinator, NYC

“Convinced work we are doing with
eCOMPAS is absolutely ground
breaking. No product out there is
doing population management like
eCOMPAS.”
- Medical Director, NY

Jesse Thomas, Project Director
RDE Systems, LLC www.e-compas.com
Phone: (973)-773-0244 Email: Jesse@rdesystems.com
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Become the next
success story!
Join the eCOMPAS/
e2Community family.
Contact us: info@e-compas.com

